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Yemen has a fragrant aroma. This civilization is the 
identity that triggered the report of the “Happy Eco-
nomic Miracle,” because of the pairing of the old frank-
incense trade and the New Silk Road. It is a model 
report, and all countries should pursue its rules [a refer-
ence to the Arabic-language report, “Operation Felix: 
The Miracle of Yemen’s Reconstruction and Connec-
tion to the New Silk Road,” a joint effort of the Schiller 
Institute, the Yemeni General Investment Authority, 

and Swedhydro Consulting (Sweden)]. 
Finally, I would like to share with you that on the 

coming Tuesday [June 30] we will be celebrating World 
Parliament Day. The world has been celebrating this 
day since 2018, so there they can encourage the devel-
opment in the parliamentary work. So, if the world is 
going to celebrate this day, let the siege in Yemen be 
lifted, so we can achieve Sustainable Development 
Goals nationally, and internationally. 

This is an edited transcript of the 
presentation made by José Vega to 
the Schiller Institute International 
Conference, on June 27, 2020, “Will 
Humanity Prosper, or Perish? The 
Future Demands a Four-Power 
Summit Now,” on Panel 3: “The 
Job of Youth.”

Let us start with Friedrich Schil-
ler, words later put into song by 
Beethoven:

Be embraced, O ye millions!
Here’s a kiss for all the World.
Brothers, above the canopy of stars,
A loving Father must surely dwell.
Do you feel Him near, O ye Millions? 
Do you sense your Creator, World?
Seek Him above the canopy of stars!
Above the stars must he reside.

I don’t think even Beethoven realized it, but he was 
actually calling for a space program long before Ken-
nedy. 

Through classical composition, Beethoven’s entire 
symphony serves to develop the ideas and essence of 
Schiller’s poem, which is that of Mankind’s beauty 
under the image of the Creator. Beethoven was incred-
ibly challenged to set music to the poem, saying that it 
may not have been possible to create a symphony as 
beautiful as the poem. Beethoven’s composition of the 
Ninth Symphony is similar to the Apollo space program, 
in that it required the composer to make new creative 
discoveries that would allow for such a composition to 

even exist. 
In our pursuit to seek a loving 

father above the canopy of stars, we 
must make new discoveries that 
will enable us to go farther and 
faster than ever before. But what 
does it take to actually accomplish 
this? Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote 
in his letter from a Birmingham jail, 
“Human progress never rolls in on 
wheels of inevitability; it comes 
through the tireless efforts of men 
willing to be co-workers with God, 
and without this hard work, time 
itself becomes an ally of the forces 

of social stagnation.” What does that mean, to be God’s 
co-worker? It demands that you use everything you 
have, no matter how big or small it is. That requires big 
thinking, not small-mindedness. 

Take the poorest district in the United States, which 
has the highest COVID-19 transmission and infection 
rates, the highest levels of poverty and drug use, and 
also the highest amount of “essential workers.” How 
can anyone who lives in these conditions be expected to 
believe me, when I tell them that humanity is greater 
than this, and that within them is the potential for great-
ness? Well, truthfully, they no longer have a choice. 
They have to believe me because if they don’t, the 
country, and the world around them will implode. The 
fight for an honest future begins with those who need it 
the most. Because it is within them that the real future 
begins. 

We must demand a New Deal-era policy, where a 
new kind of Conservation Corps is brought about, and 
it will be called a Space Civilian Construction Corps. 
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Where anyone between the ages of 18 and 26 is allowed 
to use their God-given right to develop their creative 
capacities to bring forth a real future. 

Suppose the people who go through the program 
are now running around building hospitals in their 
communities where millions will be born long after 
their deaths, and building schools where those mil-
lions will receive an education similar to theirs. 
These same people start developing higher forms of 
energy-flux density where it’d be more expensive to 
send you a bill every month than to actually power 
your home. But then they go beyond their communi-

ties and even their own countries. 
As they get older and other programs start popping 

up all over the world, they become teachers, passing 
down what they’ve learned, so that those they teach can 
then do for the world, what the original group did for 
their country. I would like to think that Martin Luther 
King, Jr. would agree with me when I say that this is 
one of the highest forms of non-violence. 

I’d like to finish off with a quote from Beethoven’s 
Choral Fantasy. “Only when Love and power are wed/ 
Mankind has God’s blessing.” So, with that being said, 
are you ready to be co-workers with God?

Exonerate LaRouche!
A discussion about the urgent necessity of exonerat-

ing economist, scientist, and former presidential candi-
date Lyndon LaRouche, followed the main presenta-
tions of Panel 3, “The Job of Youth,” at the Schiller 
Institute International Conference, on June 27, 2020, 
“Will Humanity Prosper, or Perish? The Future De-
mands a Four-Power Summit Now.” This is an edited 
transcript of that discussion, initiated by Theo Mitchell, 
former South Carolina State Senator, with panelists 
José Vega, Daniel Burke, and Franklin Mireri.

Theo Mitchell: I want to pay my respects and 
regard to my good friend Helga Zepp-LaRouche, for 
having the temerity to put on this panel, this confer-
ence; and certainly to her late husband Lyndon La-
Rouche, my long-time friend, recognizing his contribu-
tion and his foresight and his perspective as far as even 
today is concerned. It’s really perplexing to me to see 
that we are living in a time and an administration that 
has little interest at all in doing the right thing, espe-
cially on exoneration of Lyndon LaRouche.

I have been active for quite a while with the Schiller 
Institute. We dealt with the Operation Fruehmenschen 
and the human rights abuse concerning Lyndon. The 
Operation Fruehmenschen, of course, was targetted at 
the African-American elected officials. We managed to 
bring that to a standstill or halt, and consequently we 
don’t know what if anything Lyn paid the price for, for 
he served time for nothing: It was abuse. Former Attor-
ney General Ramsey Clark said that it was the worst 
case of abuse of the so-called system of justice, of all the 
chronic abuse that he had ever seen. And this man was in 

the Attorney General’s office, one of the Cabinet offices. 
Consequently, he came out in support of Lyn. We all did.

We are all happy to know that there are so many 
young people who are now participating in this saga. 
There’s a lot of work to do, but we always have to re-
member this: To be able to get the justice that Lyn de-
serves and the exoneration, we’re going to have to press 
people into the service, as far as this world is concerned. 
How can we act, when there’s still abuse? No matter 
what you talk about as far as the Four-Power confer-
ences are concerned, they’re not going to spend one 
nickel or dime on Lyndon LaRouche; especially this 
administration. 

This is a program that we certainly can’t forget. It is 
something that we must continue working on. In the 
cases of George Floyd in Minneapolis, and the shooting 
death of Ahmaud Arbery in Atlanta, it’s an abuse. It’s 
open season. Still, open season on the black male. Con-
sequently, I’ll ask this distinguished panel, “What sug-
gestions if any do you have to be able to help save us?” 
Exonerate our good friend, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.!

Megan Beets: There’s a really wonderful video on 
Lyndon LaRouche’s exoneration which people should 
watch and help us disseminate. 

Daniel Burke: The most important thing that we 
can do, in my view, is to create 50 million new produc-
tive jobs in the United States, and 1.5 billion jobs in the 
whole world. This is not a jobs program; this is a fulfill-
ment of what Mr. LaRouche was fighting for in his life. 
It is a policy of transforming the human species to a 

https://schillerinstitute.nationbuilder.com/petition_exonerate_larouche

